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About This Game

Kindergarten is an abstract puzzle adventure game. You play as a student in a school that’s a bit…off. The teacher is trying to
get rid of her kids. the janitor is frequently seen cleaning up blood. The cafeteria is serving the same slop over and over again.

Kids are walking around with strange devices planted on them after visiting the principal, and one of your fellow classmates has
gone missing. It’s up to you to figure out what’s going on, because your life might depend on it.

Classic Kindergarten fun!

Take part in show and tell!
Play house with Cindy!
Get beat up by the school bully!
Talk to the weird kid!
Destroy school property!
Get poisoned!
Solve a missing person's case!

You know...all the things you did while you were in Kindergarten.
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Title: Kindergarten
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Con Man Games, SmashGames
Publisher:
SmashGames
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.6ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Mobility Radeon 4200

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Selection is terrible, mechanics get stale and repetitious and there's a lot of boring downtime between bosses. Feels like a game
still in alpha.. The title rips practically all its mechanics and aesthetics from the Adventure Island series, but lacks anything
unique and has level design that alternates between boring and cheap. The graphics and soundtrack are also forgettable. Worst of
all, the game costs $10 but can be beaten in an hour. Only recommended for retro enthusiasts, and only if it's ever heavily
discounted.. Very beautiful and detailed animation and lot of info for astro enthusiasts. :). My Personal Rating for this game:
8/10

Special Tactics is an amazingly in-depth game. Looking at it head on may not seem like the best thing to do but when you go
into the gameplay more, you'll find every decision you make can and will change the outcome of each single player mission.

The tutorial paves a fantastic route for new players to get into the game.

Game Engine wise, it will and CAN play on almost EVERY system (unless you're playing on a really crappy potato machine)

The game has many different mechanics from grenade deployment, boosters (this are free every round. No IAPs), movement,
vision tracking and more. The mechanics may look simple but you will slowly and gradually get used to it and find out you can
do a lot of more complicated plan adjustment.

Multiplayer seems to be dead at least from my standpoint

The game itself does not look great and may disappoint some of you guys out there (I know I am a bit disappointed at the
graphics).

It is priced at a cheap $10.50 but till now, I don't feel like I have my full money's worth just yet. This is probably due to me
playing a lot of value based games instead of this. Yes, I paid the full price in case anyone was wondering.. i wish it was also on
mac
. Sucks really BAAAAD. While beautiful, the controls for jumping make the gameplay pretty miserable.. All of the music from
the game itself. Some may find the music "dated" or whatever it is called (despite some audiophilia, I can never remember the
names people give such things) Others may love it for those same descriptions.

Not my favorite form of music, but far from my least.
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My favorite tracks in the set are Adventure, Expanse, Past, Hope, Grime, and Home
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So the 3rd part. And...now we have something real different. There are 2 new members of your party.
YEAH.
But Wait! They have exactly the same skills as your old 2 members. In fact the gameplay is the same.
A little example for a fight: 2 Members of your party cast area spells (later on for the taffer fiend you need 3 members).
And thats it. Enemy dead. Boss fights: One heals the party, 1 - 2 use mp refiller and the last one use his skill and hits
3 times. It takes maybe 10 rounds but than its over.
Again there is no real interaction with NPC (only a very few exicts) or environment.
Every dungeon works the same: your entrypoint, in each corner is a chest and in one the exit for the next stage.
You must enter certain areas at the right angle or you won't trigger the cutscene\/bossfight.
Oh, this time is a little bit shorter than the former 2...as you can see I finished it in under 2 hours.
Buying? Don't do it please.. Nice strategic game. No reflexes needed, just BRAINS!!!
Use them to win. Win and buy this now.. This is a really fun space shooter that feels a lot like Gradius. The music is nice. The
enemies and backgrounds look great. Just like in Gradius you can have many different weapon configurations. After each stage
you earn a new weapon. This is not a hardcore bullet hell shooter. It feels a lot more releaxed and the difficulty is not that
punishing because you have many continues and don't need to play all of the stage again if you die. Worth your time.. This game
is a MUST!!! Bow Fighting works well with VR so the consequence: Make a FPS out of it and havin fun is obligatory. Hell
yeah!!! I hope someday you will support my Noitom Hi5 gloves, dudes!. \ud83d\udc4dYes. Mediocre.

It is positioned as "Zen game", but doing same actions millions of time trying to acrobatically avoid obstacles, pressing buttons
in right time and break your fingers to conform timings.

I regret I spent a dime on it.. This game was very difficult to get into, mainly because of the poor graphics and leveling.. I kind
of liked it. I would play it for hours to get the other endings.. Sunday night is going to be: Stick Fight, Treadnaughts and this.

That's our party sorted.. I have been waiting for a solid space\/moon experience on the Vive, and this one hit the nail on the head
for me. The locomotion using the booster jets is extremely smooth and feels perfectly natural. I didn't experience any motion
sickness - my brain was convinced I was flying around on the moon. It was so immersive, that I spent the first 15 minutes just
wandering around the terrain before even attempting the first 'course'. Although there are only a few things to do right now, it's
enough to justify the price and (IMO) they are challenging enough to bring me back to beat my times. The last asteroid one is
definitely a challenge to track them all down, but it became much easier when I realized you can turn on the "highlight" which
shows you where they all are. I'm running the bare minimum VR-recommended hardware specs, and this game played
beautifully for me.

Dev, I hope you continue to put time into this and give us a few more courses to tackle. This game is one of the reasons I wanted
VR. Great job, keep it up!

TL;DR - This is a very pleasant experience floating around on the moon, well worth the price of admission.
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